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Requirements:

References

1. 3 minute introduction to project (5th week).
2. 5-10 minute final presentation.
3. Report: ≥ 5 pages (single space), journal-style

Goals:
I

Understand, critique, and communicate published
work.

I

Seed research papers or help papers along.
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Narrative hierarchy
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Presenting at many scales:
I

1 to 3 word encapsulation, a soundbite,

I

a sentence/title,

I

a few sentences,

I

a paragraph,

I

a short paper,

I

a long paper,

I

...

References
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Twitter—living in the now:

The Plan
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I

Research opportunity: be involved in our
socio-info-algorithmo-econo-geo-technico-physical
systems research group studying Twitter and other
wordful large data sets.
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I

Develop and elaborate an online experiment to study
some aspect of social phenomena

I

e.g., collective search, cooperation, cheating,
influence, creation, decision-making, etc.

I

Part of the PLAY project.
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Rummage round in the papers () we’ve covered in our
weekly Complex Systems Reading Group at UVM.
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dependence of the radius of gyration for users
ius would be considered small (rg(T) # 3 km),
) # 30 km) or large (rg(T) . 100 km) at the end
period (T 5 6 months). The results indicate that

topics:

n mobility patterns. a, Week-long trajectory of 40
ndicates that most individuals travel only over short
egularly move over hundreds of kilometres. b, The

bounded beyond rg; thus, large displacements, which are the source
of the distinct and anomalous nature of Lévy flights, are statistically
absent. To understand the relationship between the different exponents, we note that the measured probability distributions are related
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Figure 1 | Dispersal of bank notes and humans on geographical scales.
a, Relative logarithmic densities of population (c P ¼ log r P/kr Pl), report
(c R ¼ log r R/kr Rl) and initial entry (c IE ¼ log r IE/kr IEl) as functions of
geographical coordinates. Colour-code shows densities relative to the
nationwide averages (3,109 counties) of kr Pl ¼ 95.15, kr Rl ¼ 0.34 and
kr IEl ¼ 0.15 individuals, reports and initial entries per km2, respectively.
b, Trajectories of bank notes originating from four different places. City
names indicate initial location, symbols secondary report locations. Lines
represent short-time trajectories with travelling time T , 14 days. Lines are
omitted for the long-time trajectories (initial entry in Omaha) with
T . 100 days. The inset depicts a close-up view of the New York area. Pie
charts indicate the relative number of secondary reports coarsely sorted by
distance. The fractions of secondary reports that occurred at the initial entry
location (dark), at short (0 , r , 50 km), intermediate (50 , r , 800 km)
and long (r . 800 km) distances are ordered by increasing brightness of hue.
The total number of initial entries are N ¼ 2,055 (Omaha), N ¼ 524
(Seattle), N ¼ 231 (New York), N ¼ 381 (Jacksonville). c, The short-time

dispersal kernel. The measured probability density function P
traversing a distance r in less than T ¼ 4 days is depicted in b
It is computed from an ensemble of 20,540 short-time displac
dashed black line indicates a power law P(r),r 2(1 þ b) with an
b ¼ 0.59. The inset shows P(r) for three classes of initial entry
(black triangles for metropolitan areas, diamonds for cities of
size, circles for small towns). Their decay is consistent with th
exponent b ¼ 0.59 (dashed line). d, The relative proportion P
secondary reports within a short radius (r 0 ¼ 20 km) of the in
location as a function of time. Blue squares show P 0(t) average
initial entry locations. Black triangles, diamonds, and circles sh
the same classes as c. All curves decrease asymptotically as t 2
exponent h ¼ 0.60 ^ 0.03 indicated by the blue dashed line. O
diffusion in two dimensions predicts an exponent h ¼ 1.0 (bla
line). Lévy flight dispersal with an exponent b ¼ 0.6 as sugges
predicts an even steeper decrease, h ¼ 3.33 (red dashed line).

I

Study movement and
interactions of people.

I

Brockmann et al. [6] “Where’s
George” study.

I

Barabasi’s group: tracking
[21] .
movement via cell
! ! phones
© 2006 Nature Publishing Group!

for each location is shown as a vertical bar. The circle represents the radius of
gyration centred in the trajectory’s centre of mass. c, Probability density
function P(Dr) of travel distances obtained for the two studied data sets D
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observe the same behaviour, with the caveat that Ækæc decreases with c
(Fig. 5c, d).
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Figure 4 | Link categories for robust control. The fractions of critical (red, lc),
redundant (green, lr) and ordinary (grey, lo) links for the real networks named
in Table 1. To make controllability robust to link failures, it is sufficient to
double only the critical links, formally making each of these links redundant
and therefore ensuring that there are no critical links in the system.
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Control is a central issue in most complex systems, but because a
general theory to explore it in a quantitative fashion has been lacking,
little is known about how we can control a weighted, directed network—the configuration most often encountered in real systems.
Indeed, applying Kalman’s controllability rank condition (equation
(3)) to large networks is computationally prohibitive, limiting previous work to a few dozen nodes at most17–19. Here we have developed
the tools to address controllability for arbitrary network topologies
and sizes. Our key finding, that ND is determined mainly by the degree

Erdos–Rényi

Leaf node
Core node

“Controllability of complex
networks” [30] Liu et al.,
Nature 2011.
1

Scale-free
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Critical link
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ontrol robustness. a, Dependence on Ækæ of the fraction of critical
undant (green, lr) and ordinary (grey, lo) links for an Erdős–Rényi
eaks at Ækæ 5 Ækæc 5 2e and the derivative of lc is discontinuous at
Core percolation for Erdős–Rényi network occurs at k 5 Ækæc 5 2e,
ns the lr peak. c, d, Same as in a and b but for scale-free networks.
Rényi and scale-free networks38 have N 5 104 and the results are

lc
lr
lo

0
1
averaged over ten realizations with error bars defined as s.e.m. Dotted lines are
only a guide to the eye. e, The core (red) and leaves (green) for small Erdős–
Rényi networks (N 5 30) at different Ækæ values (Ækæ 5 4, 5, 7). Node sizes are
proportional to node degrees. f, The critical (red), redundant (green) and
ordinary (grey) links for the above Erdős–Rényi networks at the corresponding
Ækæ values.
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NATURE | Vol 466 | 5 August 2010
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Figure 1 | Foldit screenshot illustrating tools and visualizations. The
visualizations include a clash representing atoms that are too close (arrow 1);
a hydrogen bond (arrow 2); a hydrophobic side chain with a yellow blob
because it is exposed (arrow 3); a hydrophilic side chain (arrow 4); and a
segment of the backbone that is red due to high residue energy (arrow 5). The
players can make modifications including ‘rubber bands’ (arrow 6), which
add constraints to guide automated tools, and freezing (arrow 7), which

prevents degrees of freedom from changing. The user interface includes
information about the player’s current status, including score (arrow 8); a
leader board (arrow 9), which shows the scores of other players and groups;
toolbars for accessing tools and options (arrow 10); chat for interacting with
other players (arrow 11); and a ‘cookbook’ for making new automated tools
or ‘recipes’ (arrow 12).

players were particularly adept at solving puzzles requiring substantial backbone remodelling to bury exposed hydrophobic residues
into the protein core (Fig. 2). When a hydrophobic residue points
outwards into solvent, and no corresponding hole within the core is
evident, stochastic Monte Carlo trajectories are unlikely to sample
the coordinated backbone and side-chain shifts needed to bury the
residue properly in the core. By adjusting the backbone to allow the
exposed hydrophobic residue to pack properly in the core, players
were able to solve these problems in a variety of blind scenarios
including a register shift and a remodelled loop (Fig. 2a, b), a rotated
helix (Fig. 2c), two remodelled loops (Fig. 2d), and a helix rotation
and remodelled loop (Fig. 2e).

has settled in a local low-energy basin. Players were able to carry out

I

these restructuring operations in such scenarios as strand swapping
“Predicting protein structures
a2a).multiplayer
(Fig. 3) and registerwith
shifting (Fig.
In one strand-swap puzzle,
Foldit players were able to get within 1.1 Å of the native structure,
[14]
theal.,
top-scoring
Foldit prediction being
1.4 Å away. A superposionline game.” Cooper with
et
Nature,
2010.
tion between the starting Foldit puzzle, the top-scoring Foldit solu-

I

Bank) are shown in Fig. 3b. Rosetta’s rebuild and refine protocol,
Also: zooniverse (), ESP
(),
however, wasgame
unable to get within
2 Å of thecaptchas
native structure (Fig. 3a, ().

tion, and model 1 of the native NMR structure 2kpo (Protein Data
yellow points). This example highlights a key difference between
humans and computers. As shown in Fig. 3c, solving the strand-swap
problem required substantially unravelling the structure (Fig. 3c,
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Explore “Catastrophic cascade of failures in
interdependent networks” [7] . Buldyrev et al., Nature 2010.
LETTERS

a

NATURE | Vol 464 | 15 April 2010

b

Suggestions for
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c

Figure 1 | Modelling a blackout in Italy. Illustration of an iterative process of
a cascade of failures using real-world data from a power network (located on
the map of Italy) and an Internet network (shifted above the map) that were
implicated in an electrical blackout that occurred in Italy in September
200320. The networks are drawn using the real geographical locations and
every Internet server is connected to the geographically nearest power
station. a, One power station is removed (red node on map) from the power
network and as a result the Internet nodes depending on it are removed from
the Internet network (red nodes above the map). The nodes that will be
disconnected from the giant cluster (a cluster that spans the entire network)

at the next step are marked in green. b, Additional nodes that were
disconnected from the Internet communication network giant component
are removed (red nodes above map). As a result the power stations
depending on them are removed from the power network (red nodes on
map). Again, the nodes that will be disconnected from the giant cluster at the
next step are marked in green. c, Additional nodes that were disconnected
from the giant component of the power network are removed (red nodes on
map) as well as the nodes in the Internet network that depend on them (red
nodes above map).

continue this process until no further splitting and link removal can
occur (Fig. 2d). We find that this process leads to a percolation phase
transition for the two interdependent networks at a critical threshold,
p 5 pc, which is significantly larger than the equivalent threshold for a
single network. As in classical network theory21–25, we define the giant
mutually connected component to be the mutually connected cluster
spanning the entire network. Below pc there is no giant mutually
connected component, whereas above pc a giant mutually connected
cluster exists.
Our insight based on percolation theory is that when the network

mutually connected cluster is of interest. The probability that two
neighbouring A-nodes are connected by A « B links to two neighbouring B-nodes scales as 1/N (Supplementary Information). Hence,
at the end of the cascade process of failures, above pc only very small
mutually connected clusters and one giant mutually connected cluster exist, in contrast to traditional percolation, wherein the cluster
size distribution obeys a power law. When the giant component
exists, the interdependent networks preserve their functionality; if
it does not exist, the networks split into small fragments that cannot
function on their own.
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Score-based voting versus rank-based voting:
I

Balinski and Laraki [2]
“A theory of measuring, electing, and ranking”
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., pp. 8720–8725 (2007)
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I

Explore distances between points on the Earth as
travel times.

I

See Jonathan Harris’s work here () and here ().
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I

Explore general theories on system robustness.

I

Are there universal signatures that presage system
failure?

I

See “Early-warning signals for critical transitions”
Scheffer et al., Nature 2009. [35]

I

“Although predicting such critical points before they
are reached is extremely difficult, work in different
scientific fields is now suggesting the existence of
generic early-warning signals that may indicate for a
wide class of systems if a critical threshold is
approaching.”

I

Later in class: Doyle et al., robust-yet-fragile systems

Suggestions for
Projects
References
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Study the human disease and disease gene
networks (Goh et al., 2007):

Heinz
Zellweger body
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Trichothiodystrophy

References
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dered depends on the analyst’s objectives.

topics:

Results

In Figure 1, we show a portion of the social network, which
demonstrates a clustering of moderately lonely (green nodes) and
very lonely (blue nodes) people, especially at the periphery of the
network. In the statistical models, the relationships between loneliness and number of social contacts proved to be negative and
monotonic, as illustrated in Figure 1 and documented in Table 3.
To determine whether the clustering of lonely people shown in
Figure 1 could be explained by chance, we implemented the
following permutation test: We compared the observed network
with 1,000 randomly generated networks in which we preserved
the network topology and the overall prevalence of loneliness but

Felt
Felt
Felt
Felt

lonely
lonely
lonely
lonely

0–1
1–2
3–4
5–7

days
days
days
days

last
last
last
last

week
week
week
week

4.03
3.88
3.76
3.42

0.05
0.11
0.21
0.28

Semester projects

in which we randomly shuffled the assignment of the loneliness
value to each node (Szabo & Barabasi, 2007). For this test, we
dichotomized loneliness to be zero if the respondent said they were
lonely 0 –1 days the previous week, and one otherwise. If clustering in the social network is occurring, then the probability that an
LP is lonely, given that an FP is lonely, should be higher in the
observed network than in the random networks. This procedure
also allows us to generate confidence intervals and measure how
far, in terms of social distance, the correlation in loneliness be-

Explore and critique Fowler and Christakis et al.
work on social contagion of:

The Plan
Suggestions for
Projects
References

I

Obesity [10]

I

Smoking
cessation [11]

I

Happiness [19]

I

Loneliness [8]

Figure 1. Loneliness clusters in the Framingham Social Network. This graph shows the largest component of
friends, spouses, and siblings at Exam 7 (centered on the year 2000). There are 1,019 individuals shown. Each
node represents a participant, and its shape denotes gender (circles are female, squares are male). Lines between
nodes indicate relationship (red for siblings, black for friends and spouses). Node color denotes the mean number
of days the focal participant and all directly connected (Distance 1) linked participants felt lonely in the past
week, with yellow being 0 –1 days, green being 2 days, and blue being greater than 3 days or more. The graph
suggests clustering in loneliness and a relationship between being peripheral and feeling lonely, both of which
are confirmed by statistical models discussed in the main text.

One of many questions:
How does the (very) sparse sampling of a real social
network affect their findings?
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RESEARCH ARTICLE
they were first invented (1800–1840, 1840–1880,
and 1880–1920) (7). We tracked the frequency
of each invention in the nth year after it was
invented as compared to its maximum value and
plotted the median of these rescaled trajectories
for each cohort.
The inventions from the earliest cohort
(1800–1840) took over 66 years from invention

contrast, “1973” declined to half its peak by
x10-5
1983,
a lag of only 10 years. We are forgetting
our past faster with each passing year (Fig. 3A).
5
We were curious whether our increasing
tendency to forget the old was accompanied by
0more rapid assimilation of the new (21). We divided a list of 147 inventions into time-resolved
cohorts based on the 40-year interval in which
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The problem of missing data in networks:
I

Clauset et al. (2008)
“Hierarchical structure and the prediction of missing
links in networks” [12]

I

Kossinets (2006)
“Effects of missing data in social networks” [28]
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topics:

Complex networks have been studied extensively owing to their
relevance to many real systems such as the world-wide web, the
Internet, energy landscapes and biological and social networks1–5.
A large number of real networks are referred to as ‘scale-free’
because they show a power-law distribution of the number of
links per node1,6,7. However, it is widely believed that complex
networks are not invariant or self-similar under a length-scale
transformation. This conclusion originates from the ‘smallworld’I
property of these networks, which implies that the
.... number
nodes
increases
exponentially
the ‘diameter’
of
Thisof
result
comes
as a surprise,
becausewith
the exponential
increase
8–11
, rather
than
relation expected
for a
the
innetwork
equation (1)
has led
to the
the power-law
general understanding
that complex
self-similar
structure.
Here
we
analyse
a
variety
of
real
complex
networks are not self-similar, since self-similarity requires a powernetworks
and between
find that,
on the
law relation
N and
l. contrary, they consist of selfI can
repeating
patterns
on all length
scales. Thisincrease
result isin
achieved
by(1)
How
we reconcile
the exponential
equation
the
application
of aorrenormalization
thatlength-scalecoarsewith
self-similarity,
(in other words) procedure
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York, grains
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nodes within
a given
invariant
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At boxes
the rootcontaining
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I in
‘size’
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unravel
this study
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renormalization
procedure
Gan
boxes
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the
the size
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show to
to cover
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fornetwork
dissimilarand
complex
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defining
a
finite
self-similar
exponent.
These
fundamental
prop..........
To demonstrate this concept we first consider a self-similar
heir erties help to explain the scale-free nature of complex networks
the and suggest a common self-organization dynamics.
Two
fundamental properties of real complex networks have
1–5
ks .
free’ attracted much attention recently: the small-world and the scalefree
properties.
Many naturally occurring networks are ‘small world’
r of
plex because we can reach a given node from another one, following the
path with the smallest number of links between the nodes, in a very
cale
small number of steps. This corresponds to the so-called ‘six degrees
mallof separation’ in social networks10. It is mathematically expressed by
the
the slow (logarithmic) increase of the average diameter of the
r’ of
! with the total number of nodes N, l! < lnN; where l
network, l;
for a
is the shortest distance between two nodes and defines the distance
plex
metric in complex networks6,8,9,11. Equivalently, we obtain:
self!
d by
ð1Þ
N < el=l0
rseiven where l0 is a characteristic length.
A second fundamental property in the study of complex networks
er of
arises with the discovery that the probability distribution of
box,
the number of links per node, P(k) (also known as the degree
ropdistribution), can be represented by a power-law (‘scale-free’) with a
orks
degree exponent g that is usually in the range 2 ,g , 3 (ref. 6):

ks

unravel in this study is a scale-invariant renormalization procedure
that we show to be valid for dissimilar complex networks.
To demonstrate this concept we first consider a self-similar
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The Plan

networks” [36, 37]

Explore “self-similarity of complex
First work by Song et al., Nature, 2005.

Suggestions for
Projects
References

See accompanying comment by Strogatz [38]
See also “Coarse-graining and self-dissimilarity of
complex networks” by Itzkovitz et al. [?]

ð2Þ
PðkÞ < k2g
have
cale- These discoveries have been confirmed in many empirical studies of
orld’ diverse networks1–4,6,7.
g the With the aim of providing a deeper understanding of the
very underlying mechanism that leads to these common features, we

Figure 1 The renormalization procedure applied to complex networks. a, Demonstration
of the method for different lB. The first column depicts the original network. We tile the
system with boxes of size lB (different colours correspond to different boxes). All nodes in
a box are connected by a minimum distance smaller than the given lB. For instance, in the
case of lB ¼ 2, we identify four boxes that contain the nodes depicted with colours red,
orange, white and blue, each containing 3, 2, 1 and 2 nodes, respectively. Then we
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Related papers:
I

“Origins of fractality in the growth of complex
networks”
Song et al. (2006a) [37]

I

“Skeleton and Fractal Scaling in Complex Networks”
Go et al. (2006a) [20]

I

“Complex Networks Renormalization: Flows and
Fixed Points”
Radicchi et al. (2008a) [34]

References
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I

Explore patterns, designed and undesigned, of cities
and suburbs.

Suggestions for
Projects
References
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“Looking at Gielen’s work, it’s tempting to propose a new
branch of the human sciences: geometric sociology, a study of
nothing but the shapes our inhabited spaces make. Its
research agenda would ask why these forms, angles and
geometries emerge so consistently, from prehistoric
settlements to the fringes of exurbia. Are sites like these an
aesthetic pursuit, a mathematical accident, a calculated
bending of property lines based on glitches in the local
planning code or an emergent combination of all these factors?
Or are they the expression of something buried deep in human
culture and the unconscious, something only visible from high
above?”

Suggestions for
Projects
References

http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes/..../the-geometry-of-sprawl/ ()
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I

Study collective creativity arising out of social
interactions

I

Productivity, wealth, creativity, disease, etc. appear
to increase superlinearly with population

I

Start with Bettencourt et al.’s “Growth, innovation,
scaling, and the pace of life in cities” [4]
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I
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

doi: 10.1038/nature08631

Group i fragments
with probability !
Group i
Strength si
Groups i and j coalesce with
probability (1-!)

Group j
Strength sj

Solving equations analytically in
steady-state regime, gives:

ns ~
! s

I

Specifically explore
Clauset et al. and
Johnson et al.’s
work [13, 25, 5] on terrorist
attacks and civil wars

I

Richardson bonus:
Britain’s coastline,
turbulence, weather
prediction, ...

! 52 = 2.5

Modifying probability
of coalescence-fragmentation
so that larger attack units are
more rigid, and again solving
analytically, gives:

ns ~
! s ! ( 2.5 ! " )

Supplementary Figure 2: The simplest possible incarnation of our model, discussed in the main paper in connection with
Figure 1. It reproduces [32] the observation of a power-law with exponent value of approximately 2.5. For illustration
purposes in this figure, we show ν frag = ν and ν coal = (1 − ν), but we note that ν frag and ν coal do not have to satisfy
such a relationship for the 2.5 value result to emerge. Indeed, the 2.5 analytic result [32] is remarkably robust to additional
generalizations (e.g. multiple groups coalescing, fluctuating N , and even the addition of an internal character (i.e. hidden
variable) in the model: see B. Ruszczycki et al. physics/0808.0032 at LANL arXiv which is referenced in the main paper).
The inset shows the master equations for the model, which yield analytically the 2.5 result[32]. Note that the term ‘group’
is equivalent to a ‘cluster’. Clusters (and cluster master equations) are terms which are likely to be more familiar to readers
from the physical or chemical sciences.

Physics/Society—Wars:
Study work that started
with Lewis Richardson’s
“Variation of the
frequency of fatal
quarrels with
magnitude” in 1949.

The Plan
Suggestions for
Projects
References
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I

I

Study Hidalgo et
al.’s “The Product
Space Conditions
the Development
of Nations” [23]
How do products
depend on each
other, and how
does this network
evolve?

Suggestions for
Projects

cereals

fishing

References
tropical
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forest
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mining

garments

vehicles/machinery

metallurgy

electronics

textiles

animal
agriculture
node color (Leamer Classification)

chemicals

node size (world trade [thousands of US$])

link color (proximity)
φ <0.4
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8

φ >0.65

7

7

7
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6
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6
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6
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5
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Machinery

Chemicals

Cereals

Capital
Intensive

Labor
Intensive

Animal
Agriculture

Tropical
Agriculture

Forest
Products

Raw
Materials

Petroleum

How do countries
depend on each
other for water,
energy, people
(immigration),
investments?

The Plan
oil
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I

Explore Dunbar’s number ()

I

See here () and here () for some food for thought
regarding large-scale online games and Dunbar’s
number. [http://www.lifewithalacrity.com ()]

I

Recent work: “Network scaling reveals consistent
fractal pattern in hierarchical mammalian societies”
Hill et al. (2008) [24] .
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mediate values of fR are related to situations
in which collaboration patterns with peers are
fluid (Materials and Methods).
For each of the five fields for which we
have empirical data, we measure the relative
size of the giant component S (Materials and
Methods). For all fields considered, S is
larger than 50% (Table 1). This result provides quantitative evidence for the existence
of an invisible college in all the fields. Intriguingly, the relative sizes of the giant com-

producing the network of collaborations, one
can calculate the fraction of incumbents and
the fraction of repeat incumbent-incumbent
links. These fractions and the model enable
us to then estimate the values of p and q that
are consistent with the data (36).
We estimated p and q for each field and
then simulated the model to predict the key
properties of the network of collaborations,
including the degree distribution of the
network and the fraction S of nodes in the

Study networks and creativity:

The Plan

I

Fig. 2. Modeling the emergence of collaboration networks in creative enterprises. (A) Creation of a
team with m 0 3 agents. Consider, at time zero, a collaboration network comprising five agents, all
incumbents (blue circles). Along with the incumbents, there is a large pool of newcomers (green
circles) available to participate in new teams. Each agent in a team has a probability p of being
drawn from the pool of incumbents and a probability 1 j p of being drawn from the pool of newcomers. For the second and subsequent agents selected from the incumbents’ pool: (i) with probability
q, the new agent is randomly selected from among the set of collaborators of a randomly selected
incumbent already in the team; (ii) otherwise, he or she is selected at random among all incumbents in
the network. For concreteness, let us assume that incumbent 4 is selected as the first agent in the new
team (leftmost box). Let us also assume that the second agent is an incumbent, too (center-left box). In
this example, the second agent is a past collaborator of agent 4, specifically agent 3 (center-right box).
Lastly, the third agent is selected from the pool of newcomers; this agent becomes incumbent 6
(rightmost box). In these boxes and in the following panels and figures, blue lines indicate newcomernewcomer collaborations, green lines indicate newcomer-incumbent collaborations, yellow lines indicate new incumbent-incumbent collaborations, and red lines indicate repeat collaborations. (B) Time
evolution of the network of collaborations according to the model for p 0 0.5, q 0 0.5, and m 0 3.

www.sciencemag.org

SCIENCE

VOL 308

29 APRIL 2005

Semester projects

Guimerà et al., Science
2005: [22] “Team
Assembly Mechanisms
Determine
Collaboration Network
Structure and Team
Performance”

I

Broadway musical
industry

I

Scientific collaboration
in Social Psychology,
Economics, Ecology,
and Astronomy.
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I

Study scientific collaboration networks.

I

Mounds of data + good models.

I

See seminal work by De Solla Price [33] .
plus modern work by Redner, Newman, et al.

I

We will study some of this in class...
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I

Study Kearns et al.’s experimental studies of people
solving classical graph theory problems [27]

I

“An Experimental Study of the Coloring Problem on
Human Subject Networks”

I

(Possibly) Run some of these experiments for our
class.
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I

Study collective tagging (or folksonomy)

I

e.g., del.icio.us, flickr

I

See work by Bernardo Huberman et al. at HP labs.
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I

Study games (as in game theory) on networks.

I

For cooperation: Review Martin Nowak’s piece in
Science, “Five rules for the evolution of
cooperation.” [32] and related works.

I

Much work to explore: voter models, contagion-type
models, etc.
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topics:
I

Semantic networks: explore word-word connection
networks generated by linking semantically related
words.

I

Also: Networks based on morphological or phonetic
similarity.

I

More general: Explore language evolution

I

One paper to start with: “The small world of human
language” by Ferrer i Cancho and Solé [18]

I

Study spreading of neologisms.

I

Examine new words relative to existing words—is
there a pattern? Phonetic and morphological
similarities.

I

Crazy: Can new words be predicted?

I

Use Google Books n-grams as a data source.
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I

Explore proposed measures of system complexity.

I

Study Stuart Kauffman’s nk boolean networks which
model regulatory gene networks [26]
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I

Critically explore Bejan’s Constructal Theory.

Suggestions for
Projects

I

See Bejan’s book “Shape and Structure, from
Engineering to Nature.” [3]

References

I

Bejan asks why we see branching network flow
structures so often in Nature—trees, rivers, etc.

I

Read and critique “Historical Dynamics: Why States
Rise and Fall” by Peter Turchin. [39]

I

Can history Clyodynamics (), Psychohistory (), ...

I

“Big History” ()

I

Arbesman: “The life-spans of Empires” [1]

I

Also see “Secular Cycles” ().
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I

Explore work by Doyle, Alderson, et al. as well as
Pastor-Satorras et al. on the structure of the
Internet(s).
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I

Review: Study Castronova’s and others’ work on
massive multiplayer online games. How do social
networks form in these games? [9]

I

See work by Johnson et al. on gang formation in the
real world and in World of Warcraft (really!).
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Study phyllotaxis (), how
plants grow new buds and
branches.

I

Some delightful mathematics
appears involving the
Fibonacci series.

I

References

http://andbug.blogspot.com/ ()

Excellent work to start with:
“Phyllotaxis as a Dynamical
Self Organizing Process: Parts
I, II, and III” by Douady and
Couder [15, 16, 17]
Wikipedia ()
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Social networks:
I

Study social networks as revealed by email patterns,
Facebook connections, tweets, etc.

I

“Empirical analysis of evolving social networks”
Kossinets and Watts, Science, Vol 311, 88-90,
2006. [29]

I

“Inferring friendship network structure by using
mobile phone data” Eagle, et al., PNAS, 2009.

I

“Community Structure in Online Collegiate Social
Networks”
Traud et al., 2008.
http://arxiv.org/abs/0809.0690 ()

Suggestions for
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References
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Vague/Large:
I

Study amazon’s recommender networks.

Suggestions for
Projects
References

See work by Sornette et al..
I

Vague/Large:
Study Netflix’s open data (movies and people form a
bipartite graph).
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Vague/Large:
I

References

Study how the Wikipedia’s content is interconnected.
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More Vague/Large:
I

How do countries depend on each other for water,
energy, people (immigration), investments?

I

How is the media connected? Who copies whom?

I

(Problem: Need to be able to measure interactions.)

I

Investigate memetics, the ‘science’ of memes.

I

http://memetracker.org/ ()

I

Sport...

References
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More Vague/Large:
I

How does advertising work collectively?

I

Does one car manufacturers’ ads indirectly help
other car manufacturers?

I

Ads for junk food versus fruits and vegetables.

I

Ads for cars versus bikes versus walking.
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More Vague/Large:
I

Study spreading of anything where influence can be
measured (very hard).

I

Study any interesting micro-macro story to do with
evolution, biology, ethics, religion, history, food,
international relations, . . .

I

Data is key.
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